
brings you some decoration.



Problems with our office space

Overall, the rooms suffer from poor lighting - in many ways. 
There are four issues we need to address or work our way 
around with our new decorating plan.

WINDOWS
The workspaces along the windows suffer from sunlight  
reflections onto your screen during sunny days, which 
make it strainful to perform any given computer based  
task - especially if you’re a designer and need to do  
color proofing or any other design related work.

FLOORING
The dark wooden floors steal a lot of the potential light we 
can get into the office space, and since we can’t do anything 
about the flooring - we need to compensate with proper
light sources and fixtures.

CHOICE OF FURNITURE
Currently we’re floodeded with dark work surfaces and 
storage (book cases, cabinets etc.). We need to make a tran-
sition from this dark tone, and strive to get more light into the 
rooms. Currently our office tables in dark gray snatch a lot of 
the potential light, so it would be advisable to work towards a 
better solution for our table arrangements.

LIGHT SOURCES
We don’t have enough of them - and the ones we have  
don’t carry out the job very well in terms of of providing 
sufficient work environment lighting. Furthermore, we need 
to work with different kinds of light sources, so we get a mix 
of focused/task lighting, overall lighting and ambience light 
sources to even out the dark corners.
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Office Plan

Description
1.  Pendant lamp (Ø 65, Santa & Cole GT5)
2.  Pendant lamp (Ø 53, Icon, Kartell)
3.  Pendant lamp (Ø 95, Santa & Cole GT7)
4.  Floor lamp
5.  Table lamp  
6.  Wall-mounted lamp (CasaShop Ellipse)
7.  Existing Montana Precision tables
8.  Wall-mounted tables (Bordline Montana)

  9.  Office Chairs (Bulo, Eames  etc. - your pick)
10.  Eames plastic chairs (eiffel)
11.  Table combination (MDF in H: 90 and H:75)
12.  Brightlight suspension light
13.  Boards (magnetic or canvas)
14.  Daybed / couch
15.  Coat rack
16.  Industrial / neon wall lighting  

17.  Custom built tables (already ordered)
18.  Console table
19.  Sideboard 
20.  Printer
21.  Kitchen (existing)
22.  Curtain
23.  Armchair
24.  Table/Console lamp



Lighting

As said before, we have a serious lack of proper light sources, 
so I think it’s highly advisable to add some - as I can see the 
grim Danish Autumn and Winter stumbling upon us any day...

PENDANT LAMPS
Here are a few suggestions that could suit nicely into the 
office environment. There are two types/sizes of lamps:
one bigger size that should go for the more open area in the 
middle of the main office space - and smaller ones, that will 
be placed above the centre of each pair of work tables.

Consider this as a “moodboard” and as something I think will 
fit the style we want to convey.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1. 7.999,- Spisebord, sortbejdset egef iner. H74½xØ153cm. [Amari - 1500]

2. fra 3.999,- 60’er stol, fås i forskellige stof fer og lædertyper. Som vist,
børstet ståll brunt Contra stof, 4.399,-. H78l 80xB55xD60cm.
[Chairs - 630041]

3. 5.999,- Skænk, sortbejdset egef iner. H73½xB160xD55cm.
[Amari - 162]

4. 1.349,- Bucket pendel, sor t bomuld. H45xØ55cm.

5. fra 899,- Vegas tæppe, 100% uld. Fås i hvid, beige, sort eller brun. Ø90 l
Ø150 l Ø200cm.

6. 249,- Krukke, bambus med sort lak. H20xØ31cm.



Lighting

DESK LAMPS
These are not specified in the office floor plan, as we should 
probably see a couple of different ones, depending on what 
else we pick to light up the work areas. The shown models 
all provide you with a dimming function, which gives you the 
option to alternate between a “lux”-intense light and a more 
subtle light source.



Lighting

FLOOR LAMPS
I’ve planned to use floor lamps in corner areas to get rid of 
the “black holes” in our main office area and meeting room 
plus the glass cage. Once again, I know a bunch of nice ones, 
but just gathered photos of these - and they’re in the same 
product family as the pendant lamps shown earlier.



Lighting

WALL LAMPS
I feel that wee need to replace the current wall lights, as 
they don’t serve us that well - and aren’t that pretty either. 
Here are some rather nice ones, that we can go for - or find 
similar. They will surely help on creating a cool feel for the 
office space, as they achieve a nice ambient feel.



Lighting

TASK LIGHTS
In work areas, such as our up-and-coming production/cutting 
room - there will be a need for precise, focused and bright 
light sources. Here are some ones that could be used in 
combination with some ambience lighting. Might not be the 
worlds’ sexiest light sources, but they do the trick in terms of 
efficient light.



Lighting

DESK LAMPS
These are not specified in the office floor plan, as we should 
probably see a couple of different ones, depending on what 
else we pick to light up the work areas. The shown models 
all provide you with a dimming function, which gives you the 
option to alternate between a “lux”-intense light and a more 
subtle light source.



Storage space

Yep, we need more storage space, because at least I am 
getting tired of having my books, sketches and stuff floating 
around and ending up wrinkled - if I find them that is...

WALL-MOUNTED BOOK CASES
I suggest that we gather some feedback from each work-
space area, just to meet their needs for storage in wall-
mounted cases - in case not everyone needs as much space.

SIDEBOARDS / CABINETS
To create some variation in the office space, it would be a 
good idea to mix and match wall-mounted book cases and 
similar with storage spaces in shape of low sideboards.

This could also be combined with plain open shelves, for 
things we actually like to put on display.

CONSOLE TABLES AND COFFEE TABLES
Once again, for the sake of variation, and to put ourselves in a 
more relaxed atmosphere, we could make use of more “light” 
storage spaces, such as console tables with a shelve. This 
would work well together with a comfortable chair, a lamp on 
the table and where visiting guests can sit down to have their 
coffee and flip through a newspaper / magazine.

PRACTICAL CABINETS FOR PRODUCTION AREA
One thing we miss greatly is a production area, where we can 
spray our work on boards, do cutting, check photos, proofing 
and a place to store our printer(s). 

I’ve dedicated one room in my office plan for that, and there-
fore we need a storage system to host all those large flip-
chart-sized boards, production supplies like spray mount, 
tape, cutter and preferrably room to put in a computer for 
scanning and such.

We might need a custom-built thing by our handyman Bjarne, 
as I haven’t seen anything that matches what we’re after. But, 
let’s assess what we need and figure that out as we go.



Storage space

We all know what the Montana-book cases look like, but for 
this round we should exchange that dark grey with a light 
alternative - for the sake of making the wall-mounted book 
cases blend in with the environment / walls.

On this page, you all can see some storage solutions and 
components that we could use to vary the decoration a bit 
- while still maintaining a consistent feel.

1.

2.

3.

1. 7.293,- Underskab, wengéfarvet f iner. H48½xB306xD45l 60cm.
[Volani - VO24]

2. 10.430,- Vægmonteret overskab, wengéfarvet f inerl højglans orange.
H38½xB306xD30cm. [Volani - VO25]

3. 849,- Shower bordlampe, krom. Fås med sort eller hvid stofskærm.
H50xØ30cm.

7.023,- Skuf fekombination, hvid. H21½xB306xD60cm. [Volani - VO36]

6.576,- Vægmonteret overskab, hvid. H38½xB306xD30cm. [Volani - VO37]

649,- Væghylde, pr. stk., wengéfarvet f iner. H5xB150xD22cm. [Occa - 81]

10.166,- Skuf fekombination, wengéfarvet f iner. H21½xB408xD60cm.
[Volani - VO28]

13.794,- Vægmonteret overskab, wengéfarvet f inerl højglans orange.
H38½xB410½xD30cm. [Volani - VO31]

649,- Væghylde, pr. stk., wengéfarvet f iner. H5xB150xD22cm. [Occa - 81]

10.730,- Underskab, hvid. H70xB357xD45l 60cm. [Volani - VO39]

10.096,- Underskab, wengéfarvet f iner. H70xB272½xD45cm. [Volani - VO44]

649,- Væghylde, pr. stk., wengéfarvet f iner. H5xB150xD22cm. [Occa - 81]



Chairs

WORKSPACE CHAIRS
Nothing set here, but just some examples to get you thinking 
of what we need to spend on office chairs - as this is some-
thing we forgot about in the beginning.

EASY CHAIRS
For small spaces, where we in spite of the small space, would 
like to create a more casual atmosphere, it would be great to 
combine an easy chair with a console table or similar - 
to create a reading area (without taking up a big space).

CHAIRS FOR MEETING ROOM, KITCHEN AND  
PRODUCTION ROOM
I would go with a safe bet on this one, namely the Eames 
Plastic chair with the Eiffel-legs. It can blend in any style of 
office space or stand out as well, if picking it in a contrast 
color to go with the rest.

88
89

fra 5.644,- Cocoon stol, fås i forskellige stof fer og lædertyper. Som vist,
kroml sort læder, 7.959,-. H87xB82xD64cm. [Chairs - 760060]

fra 3.999,- 60’er stol, fås i forskellige stof fer og lædertyper. Som vist,
børstet ståll brunt Contra stof, 4.399,-. H78l 80xB55xD60cm.
[Chairs - 630041]

fra 4.829,- Schelly stol, fås i forskellige stof fer og lædertyper. Som vist, børstet
ståll sor t læder, 7.461,-. H87xB83xD93cm. [Chairs - 610030]

fra 5.989,- Aero stol, fås i forskellige stof fer og lædertyper. Som vist, kroml lys
beige læder, 8.089,-. H102½xB55xD81cm. [Chairs - 670072]
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Chill zones

It’s not all about work... most of the time, but it would be good 
to be able to sit down and grab a cp of coffee and a book 
and sit down for a few minutes. 

Clients would appreciate it too, I guess. 
I focused on just two areas for now, them being, outside the 
glass meeting room and the other glass cage by the window.

Disregard the chairs shown here on the right - just think about 
that console table / coffee table to go along with a wall-
mounted book case.

1.

2.

5.

4.

3.

1. fra 6.947,- Xpo stol, fås i forskellige stof fer og lædertyper. Som
vist, kroml gråt læder, 8.141,-. H111½xB63xD83cm.
[Chairs - 740050]

2. 2.171,- Sofabord, palisander farvet f iner. H40xB91½xD91½cm.
[Occa - 1079]

3. fra 1.599,- Shaggy tæppe, grøn. Fås også i beige, sort eller brun.
B140xL200 l B170xL240cm.

4. fra 99,- Fad, sort bambus. B32xL39 l B32xL44 l B31xL59½cm.

5. fra 169,- Vaser, sor t glas. H15xB15xD4 l H26xB13xD6½cm.

86
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fra 5.644,- Cocoon stol, fås i forskellige stof fer og lædertyper.
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for now.


